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Summary
Many structures of large molecular assemblies such
as virus capsids and ribosomes have been experi-
mentally determined to atomic resolution. We con-
sider four software problems that arise in interactive
visualization and analysis of large assemblies: how to
represent multimers efficiently, how to make cartoon
representations, how to calculate contacts efficiently,
and how to select subassemblies. We describe tech-
niques and algorithms we have developed and give
examples of their use. Existing molecular visualiza-
tion programs work well for single protein and nucleic
acid molecules and for small complexes. The meth-
ods presented here are proposed as features to add
to existing programs or include in next-generation
visualization software to allow easy exploration of as-
semblies containing tens to thousands of macromole-
cules. Our approach is pragmatic, emphasizing sim-
plicity of code, reliability, and speed. The methods
described have been distributed as the Multiscale
extension of the UCSF Chimera (www.cgl.ucsf.edu/
chimera) molecular graphics program.
Introduction
Advances in electron cryomicroscopy and X-ray crys-
tallography have enabled structures of many cellular
machines to be determined. Structures such as ribo-
somes, virus capsids, molecular motors, cytoskeletal
filaments, proteasomes, nucleosomes, chaperonins,
transmembrane channels, and pumps, composed of
tens to thousands of macromolecules, have been de-
termined to atomic resolution. The inventory of large
molecular assemblies is growing rapidly. At the start of
2000, the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (Berman et al., 2000)
contained 137 structures with 10 or more chains, while
at the start of 2004, there were 517 such structures.
Existing software to interactively display and analyze
macromolecules is difficult to use on these large as-
semblies.
A published study of viral RNA bound to the outside
of bluetongue virus capsid (Diprose et al., 2002) il-
lustrates several limitations with existing interactive
molecular analysis programs when applied to large as-*Correspondence: tef@cgl.ucsf.edu
1Lab address: http://www.cgl.ucsf.edusemblies (Figure 1). The icosahedral capsid contains 3
million atoms and cannot be opened in existing desk-
top analysis software due to insufficient memory. The
capsid can be described by using only 50,000 atom po-
sitions and the 60-fold icosahedral symmetry, but most
existing software is not able to read and use these sym-
metry matrices. Current low-resolution display styles
such as ribbons and molecular surfaces are too de-
tailed for making an informative display of this large
system, and the excessive detail prevents smooth in-
teractive rotation of the model because of insufficient
graphics rendering speed. The atomic contacts of viral
RNA with the capsid are of interest for this system. The
simplest algorithm for finding these contacts, calculat-
ing distances between all pairs of atoms, requires sev-
eral minutes of computation and thus is not fast enough
for interactive exploration of the contacts. In summary,
analysis of this large system runs into problems of lim-
ited computer resources that require better data repre-
sentations and algorithms and new features such as
low-resolution display styles.
Virus capsids are the largest structures in the PDB.
All other PDB structures of cellular machinery are sig-
nificantly smaller in number of atoms, and they can be
opened in current-generation molecular analysis pro-
grams. Yet, software designed for small complexes is
cumbersome to use on these larger systems. An exam-
ple is provided by a recent paper describing the in-
teractions of 27 ribosomal proteins with the 23S ribo-
somal RNA (Klein et al., 2004) (Figure 2). Each of the
intermolecular interfaces between the 27 proteins and
the 101 helices of the 23S RNA are individually ana-
lyzed and illustrated in that work, and differences be-
tween two different organisms are noted. Interactively
exploring this large set of interfaces would benefit from
the ability to switch views from the full assembly to indi-
vidual proteins and neighboring helices with minimum
effort. Low-resolution depiction of the whole assembly
and methods of treating the 101 helices comprising the
ribosomal RNA as natural structural units are useful ca-
pabilities for facile navigation of this assembly.
The virus and ribosome studies described above
were carried out without the benefit of interactive analysis
software designed for handling these large complexes.
Such studies can be done laboriously with software de-
signed for small complexes, as well as with nonin-
teractive software and custom-written analysis pro-
grams. For virus capsids, files containing small pieces
with just the needed asymmetric units can be created
with specialized programs and then explored inter-
actively. For the helices of the 23S rRNA, many exact
residue sequence ranges can be entered by hand to
specify regions of interest during interactive analysis.
Software that provides more efficient ways of exploring
large assemblies will speed up the elucidation of the
functions of these systems.
Past efforts to develop analysis software for large as-
semblies have addressed some of the limitations. A
study done 6 years ago (Macke et al., 1998), when
many fewer experimental structures were available, fo-
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474Figure 1. Bluetongue Virus Capsid with
Bound Viral RNA
(A) Two protein layers of bluetongue virus
capsid with viral RNA bound to the surface
(PDB models 2btv and 1h1k). Each molecule
is displayed by using a low-resolution sur-
face. RNA contacts seven protein monomers
(shown in blue) on the surface. The model
contains approximately 3 million atoms (no
hydrogens) and 900 molecular components.
(B) Atomic contacts between RNA and cap-
sid proteins within a 5 Å range shown in
black.(Pettersen et al., 2004), PyMol (DeLano, 2002), and VMD tacts between large sets of atoms, and a hierarchical
Figure 2. Protein-RNA Contacts in Large Ri-
bosomal Subunit
(A) Arrangement of 27 ribosomal proteins
contacting 23S ribosomal RNA (gray) and 5S
ribosomal RNA (black) (PDB model 1s72).
Each protein and RNA is represented by a
low-resolution surface. This coarse view is
used to select and focus on individual pro-
tein-RNA interactions.
(B) Displaying atoms as spheres creates a
pebbly surface that reduces the effec-
tiveness of the three-dimensional cues pro-
vided by object illumination techniques.
(C) Ribbon display style permits seeing
through the structure. Clear display of pro-
tein-RNA interactions requires restricting the
view to small pieces of the assembly.cused on building molecular assemblies by using sym- (
tmetry operations and displaying them with variable res-
olution surfaces using spherical harmonics (Duncan t
tand Olson, 1995). Other work (Bajaj et al., 2004) has
explored computer graphics techniques to efficiently g
tdisplay molecular properties at various resolutions by
using texture maps on surfaces and volumetric render- T
ding. Another group has developed a web service to ap-
ply symmetry matrices to generate atomic coordinates t
rof crystal packings and visualize them (Hussain et al.,
2003). Most macromolecular structures are determined c
aby crystallography, so this type of large molecular as-
sembly is common. a
bThe distinctive feature of the work presented here is
our focus on software system integration. Many meth- b
wods exist for analyzing single molecules and small com-
plexes, for example, structure and sequence align-
sments, molecular dynamics, binding site prediction,
electrostatics calculations, hydrogen bond identifica- b
mtion, superimposing homologous or mutant structures,
testing conformational changes, and fitting experimen- a
stal density maps. Programs such as UCSF ChimeraHumphrey et al., 1996) provide many of these capabili-
ies. Analysis of large assemblies requires the same
ools to study many local regions in atomic detail. On
op of these, better facilities to navigate to small re-
ions of interest, restrict attention to them, and show
hem in the context of the larger assembly are needed.
he main virtue of the tools we have developed and
escribe here is that they interoperate within a program
hat provides the rich set of analysis capabilities al-
eady created for studying smaller systems. To suc-
essfully augment an already complex software pack-
ge, we have favored simple code, reliable algorithms,
nd speed. Our aim is to develop the breadth of capa-
ilities necessary for effective analysis of large assem-
lies, rather than maximal performance of any one soft-
are component.
The following sections address the most essential
oftware capabilities needed for exploring large assem-
lies. We describe how to efficiently represent multi-
eric molecular complexes in computer memory, an
lgorithm for creating low-resolution surfaces to repre-
ent molecules, an algorithm for finding atomic con-
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475representation of quaternary structure useful for select-
ing pieces of a large assembly. These components
were added to the UCSF Chimera molecular analysis
program, primarily targeting visualization and analysis
of virus capsids. We also present applications of these
tools and discuss additional capabilities useful for in-
teractively exploring large assemblies.
Results and Discussion
Efficient Handling of Multimers
The simplest approach for representing molecular as-
semblies in a computer is to keep data for every atom
in memory. Current molecular graphics software and
computer hardware are able to handle structures con-
taining up to a few hundred thousand atoms with this
method. For icosahedral and helical virus particles, ac-
tin filament networks, and microtubules composed of
hundreds or thousands of identical molecules, keeping
data for all atoms requires more memory than is avail-
able on typical desktop computers. For assemblies
containing many copies of structurally identical mole-
cules, it is more efficient to keep atomic data in memory
for only unique component molecules, and keep posi-
tion vectors and orientation matrices for copies of
these molecules. The matrices to place molecular com-
ponents can be read from header information in PDB
files. Software that uses this more efficient representa-
tion also needs to be able to replicate atomic data in
memory to allow the user to make structural modifica-
tions to individual molecular components and display
different copies of molecules in different ways. The size
of systems that can be visualized, and speed in hand-
ling structures that already fit in memory, can be signifi-
cantly increased by not keeping all atom data in mem-
ory for multimeric structures.
Keeping data for all atoms of a large molecular as-
sembly requires an impractically large computer mem-
ory. Most software for visualizing single molecules or
small complexes maintains data for every atom in the
structure. Information such as atom name, atom type,
a list of covalently connected atoms, Van der Waals ra-
dius, B factor, the containing residue, display style, dis-
play color, etc. are stored in memory. When the space
needed for this data approaches the physical memory
size of the computer, there are long delays (minutes)
in loading and manipulating the structure. Measuring
memory use of the full-featured molecular graphics
packages Chimera, PyMol, and VMD shows that 0.5–2
KB of memory is used per atom. Keeping the atomic
data in memory for the 3-million-atom bluetongue virus
capsid (Figure 1) is impractical on today’s desktop
computers with typical physical memory sizes of 1 GB.
The PDB provides two types of data files for describ-
ing molecular assemblies. The standard PDB files in-
clude atomic coordinates for only the asymmetric unit.
Matrices describing the biological unit are optionally
given in REMARK 350 BIOMT records in the file header.
These records specify a rotation matrix followed by a
translation to place chains of the asymmetric unit to
form the assembly. The rotation and translation are
written as a 3 row × 4 column matrix with the rotation
in the first three columns and the translation in the lastcolumn. Most molecular visualization software is un-
able to use matrices to show multimeric structures and
instead requires coordinates for all atoms of the multi-
meric form. To meet this need, the PDB provides a se-
cond type of file called a biological unit file that con-
tains coordinates for all atoms in the assembly. The
biological unit files can be impractically large. For ex-
ample, bluetongue virus capsid (PDB identifier 2btv)
contains approximately 50,000 atoms in the asymmet-
ric unit and 3 million atoms in the biological unit. The
biological unit file would be 250 MB in size. For large
virus capsids such as this one, the PDB does not pro-
vide the biological unit files. For both large and small
multimeric structures, it is advantageous for software
to read the positioning matrices instead of using all-
atom files so that the structurally identical molecular
components are easily identified.
To allow different graphical depictions or structural
modifications of individual molecular components,
software must be able to duplicate atomic data as
needed. When copies of a molecular chain are dis-
played with different colors, or display styles (spheres,
sticks, ribbons, etc.), or with different sets of atoms hid-
den, then separate copies of the graphical information
can be created in memory. If modifications of the struc-
ture are allowed, such as changing the conformation,
adding hydrogens, or making covalent modifications,
then nongraphical atomic data can also be duplicated
when necessary.
In our implementation, positioning matrices are read
from PDB file headers. Copies of atomic-level informa-
tion are not needed for low-resolution surface display
and zone calculations involving molecular chains, but
residue-level and atomic-level display (ribbons, spheres,
etc.), structure modifications, selecting atoms, and
many other operations require creating separate cop-
ies. In real analysis, few copies of atomic data for the
asymmetric unit of a 60-mer icosahedral virus capsid
are typically used.
Low-Resolution Surfaces
Useful displays of large assemblies require low-resolu-
tion depictions for most of the component parts (Figure
2). Three disadvantages of high-resolution depictions
are that the boundaries between the molecules of the
assembly are hard to see, the sense of three-dimen-
sionality is poor, and graphics systems are unable to
rotate the models smoothly. Using different colors for
neighboring molecules can make boundaries clear, but
symmetric assemblies like icosahedral virus particles
or chaperonins having 7-fold axial symmetry permit no
simple regular coloring pattern. Also, this interferes
with other uses of color like classifying structural com-
ponents. The poor impression of three-dimensionality
occurs because depth cues from lighting are less effec-
tive when reflective surfaces vary their orientations on a
short spatial scale (Figure 2B). To quantify the graphics
speed limitation, using a solvent-excluded molecular
surface depiction created by the MSMS program (San-
ner et al., 1996) to display the bluetongue virus capsid
of Figure 1 produces a scene with 27 million triangles.
Redrawing while rotating the model requires more than
1 s per frame on current high-end desktop graphics
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476hardware, a factor of 10 too slow for good interactive e
acontrol.
Low-resolution depictions of assembly components t
tmixed with high resolution in regions of interest avoid
the above-mentioned drawbacks. Two types of low- m
aresolution depictions are surfaces that match as closely
as possible the shape of the molecule, or caricatures of t
nthe shape using simple regular solids such as cylinders,
cones, slabs, and polyhedra. The regular solids ap- m
aproach has the potential for easier object recognition.
It shows orientations well, but not complementarity of t
uadjacent components, and only offers a single resolu-
tion. We developed an algorithm of the shape-matching v
vtype, described here, that creates a surface at any de-
sired resolution. g
tOur surface construction algorithm was designed for
practicality rather than highest-quality surface appear- a
mance. The practical factors are low-code complexity, ro-
bustness, and speed. The essence of the method is to c
imake a spatial density map for a molecule by counting
atoms in a three-dimensional grid of bins, then calculat- a
ting an isosurface, and smoothing it to improve appear-
ance. The most complex code for this algorithm is in o
ccalculating the isosurface, and that is often already im-
plemented in molecular display programs for showing f
fdensity maps from crystallography and electron micro-
scopy. The remaining pieces of the surface construc- i
tion algorithm are simple to implement. The input for
our surface construction is a set of points (atom posi- g
ations); a resolution, r (length); a density threshold (atoms
per unit volume); and two smoothing parameters de- c
oscribed below. The output is a set of triangles defining
a surface. For each point, the nearest grid point (i*r, j*r, c
oand k*r), where i, j, and k are integers, is found. The
number of atoms near each grid point is stored in a H
tthree-dimensional array. This gives an atom density
map for which we compute an isosurface by using the t
rmarching cubes algorithm (Lorensen and Cline, 1987).
The isosurface threshold is the density threshold times 0
tthe resolution cubed.
The isosurface usually appears faceted (Figure 3B). b
sAlso, the marching cubes algorithm produces triangle
vertices that lie on lines parallel to the x, y, and z axes r
spassing through the discrete grid positions, sometimes
making the underlying grid apparent from the pattern s
rof facets. These artifacts give a misleading appearance
of structure and undesirable extra detail. To eliminate g
ithem, we postprocess the resulting surface by movingFigure 3. Low-Resolution Surface Example
(A) Ribbon and stick style drawing of a pro-
tein monomer from bluetongue virus capsid
(PDB model 2btv).
(B) Low-resolution surface at 6 Å resolution,
with no smoothing; facet artifacts are visible.
(C) Two iterations of smoothing algorithm,
moving vertices half way toward average
neighbor position, reduces facet artifacts.
(D) Surface cusp artifacts at 5.3 Å resolution
caused by smoothing concentrations of
small triangles.ach vertex a specified fraction of the way toward the
verage position of adjoining vertices. All average posi-
ions are calculated, and then all vertices are moved so
hat the order of processing the list of vertices does not
atter. This smoothing operation can be performed for
specified number of iterations. The two parameters,
he fraction of the distance to move toward the average
eighbor position and the number of iterations, deter-
ine the result. The smoothing eliminates the faceted
ppearance (Figure 3C). A drawback is that it some-
imes introduces cusp-like features on the surface (Fig-
re 3D). These occur because the smoothing moves
ertices with close neighbors by shorter distances than
ertices with distant neighbors. The marching cubes al-
orithm produces small clusters of close vertices where
he surface lies close to grid points. The close vertices
re relatively immobile, while the surrounding vertices
ove significantly during smoothing. The presence of
usps depends on the grid spacing (i.e., resolution) and
s a minor artifact compared to the facets, but it is an
rea where the algorithm could be improved. Rotating
he input set of atom positions also has a slight effect
n the shape of the calculated surface. For assemblies
ontaining identical copies of a molecular chain in dif-
erent orientations, it is beneficial to calculate the sur-
ace only once and use rotated versions of it for the
dentical units.
A range of surface-calculation parameter values
ives useful depictions. We use positions of all atoms,
nd each atom is given equal weight in the surface cal-
ulation. This gives a surface that follows the envelope
f the molecule. The threshold value can be used to
ontrol whether the surface lies inside (high threshold)
r outside (low threshold) of the envelope of the atoms.
igh-threshold values produce surfaces with space be-
ween contacting molecules, while low thresholds cause
he surfaces of neighboring molecules to interpenet-
ate. For calculating surfaces of proteins, a density of
.02 atoms per cubic angstrom creates a surface close
o the envelope. For protein structures with only α car-
on positions, a density threshold of 0.001 creates a
urface close to the envelope. Resolutions in the 3–15 Å
ange provide varying levels of detail. Larger values
peed up rendering and simplify the appearance for as-
emblies containing thousands of molecules. A wide
ange of smoothing parameter values are effective. We
enerally use two smoothing iterations, each time mov-
ng vertices 0.3 of the way toward the average neighbor
Extensions to UCSF Chimera
477Figure 4. Virus Capsid Architectures
Representative virus capsid architectures from the Protein Data Bank shown to scale. Approximately 230 capsid structures are available,
most having icosahedral symmetry, and a few having helical symmetry (second entry top row). PDB identifiers are given below the structures.position. More smoothing changes the shape of the
surface by small amounts, and less smoothing some-
times does not completely remove the faceted ap-
pearance.
In our Chimera implementation, each molecule of an
assembly is represented by a low-resolution surface of
a single color. We do not currently associate atoms and
residues with nearby surface vertices, which would per-
mit fine-grained coloring of surfaces to show properties
such as residue hydrophobicity or residue conserva-
tion. Such colorings are useful (and provided by Chi-
mera) on high-resolution solvent-excluded molecular
surfaces and could be useful on the surfaces described
here, provided the resolution is high enough to show
sufficient spatial detail.Calculating Atomic Contacts
To study how molecules in an assembly are held to-
gether, it is useful to look at intermolecular atomic con-
tacts. The calculation amounts to finding atoms in one
set that are close to atoms in another set. When the
sets of atoms are large, the naïve method of calculating
distances between all possible pairs of atoms from the
two sets is not fast enough for interactive analysis. Fig-
ure 1 shows an example in which contacts between
17,000 RNA atoms and 3 million virus capsid atoms are
desired. Calculating distance squared for the 51 billion
atom pairs at a rate of 150 million per second, typical of
current desktop computers, requires more than 5 min.
A more complex algorithm that we now describe re-
duces this time for finding all contacts within 5 Å to 2 s.
Structure
478Figure 5. Bluetongue Virus Pores
(A) Portion of the bluetongue virus capsid inner layer showing pores used for intake of metabolites and export of single-stranded RNA
replicated within the closed capsid. Arrows indicate the pore at the 5-fold symmetry axis used for exporting ssRNA, the NTP intake pore, and
the blocked pore at the 3-fold symmetry axis.
(B) Locations of the capsid outer layer trimers over pores.
(C and D) ssRNA exit pore with the five polar residues colored.
(E) Nucleoside triphosphate intake pore with nearby polar residues colored.The technique for speeding up the calculation is eas- p
sily understood with reference to the example of Figure
1. Most of the 980 molecules making up the virus cap- o
csid are far away from the RNA compared to the 5 Å
range. The minimum and maximum x, y, and z coordi- T
gnates of the atoms in a capsid molecule can be calcu-
lated and compared with those for the RNA strand to t
wquickly determine that the entire capsid molecule is
more than 5 Å from the RNA. No distances for individual l
vpairs of atoms need to be calculated. For a capsid
molecule of 3,000 atoms and an RNA strand of 17,000 t
patoms, a total of 20,000 atom positions must be
scanned to find the minimum and maximum x, y, and z s
ovalues. This avoids having to compute distances for 51
million atom pairs. This optimization only eliminates t
mfrom consideration pairs of atoms that are far apart. It
never omits a pair of atoms that are close to one an- o
uother.
Finding close pairs of points is a problem that occurs t
tin many scientific disciplines; for example, in simulating
gravitational interactions of large numbers of stars. The p
application to molecular interfaces has two special
properties that are relevant to choosing an efficient al- (
egorithm. First, the sets of points are usually nonoverlap-
ping, the contacts occurring at the surface of the sets. d
iThe second property is that a set of points can be com-
posed of many copies of a reoriented and repositioned t
osubset (for example, the 780 copies of the outer layer
capsid protein in Figure 1). i
tThe input to our algorithm consists of two sets ofoints and a distance threshold. Each set of points is
pecified as a list of subsets, where a subset is an array
f {x,y,z} coordinates and a positioning transformation
onsisting of a rotation matrix and translation vector.
he output consists of arrays of indices for each subset
iving the contacting points. The output does not re-
urn pairs of contacting points. While some analysis
ould benefit from having the list of pairs rather than
ists of individual contact points, the list of pairs can be
ery large, much larger than the input data. It is trivial
o adapt our algorithm to produce that output, but extra
recautions, perhaps a specified limit on the pair list
ize, would be important to avoid running out of mem-
ry if a large distance threshold is used. The form of
he input avoids the need to calculate and save in
emory many repositioned copies of the same subset
f points. The same array of {x,y,z} coordinates can be
sed for multiple subsets with different rotations and
ranslations specified. In many cases, the rotated and
ranslated coordinates are never calculated, as ex-
lained below.
The algorithm starts by computing bounding boxes
minimum and maximum x, y, and z coordinates) for
ach unique subset coordinate array given in the input
ata. If a coordinate array is used in multiple subsets,
ts bounding box is only computed once. The algorithm
hen compares all subsets of set 1 against all subsets
f set 2 and eliminates subset pairs in which the bound-
ng boxes are separated by more than the distance
hreshold. To compute a bounding box for a subset, the
Extensions to UCSF Chimera
479Figure 6. Branched Actin Fibers
Network of actin filaments (orange) with branches nucleated by the
ARP2/3 complex (light and dark blue). PDB models for an actin
monomer (1atn), a short actin filament (1alm), and the ARP2/3
branching complex (1k8k) were used to build this 2.5 million-atom
model. Growing intracellular networks propel motile cells.bounding box for the coordinate array of that subset is
used. The corners of the bounding box are transformed
by using the rotation and translation for the subset, and
a bounding box for those corners is obtained. This
bounding box bounds the subset but is typically bigger
than the minimal box that would be obtained by taking
the minimum and maximum x, y and z values of the
rotated and translated coordinates. But we try it initially
to avoid computing the transformed coordinates. If a
pair of subsets is found to have these bounding boxes
separated by less than the distance threshold, then
new minimal bounding boxes are calculated by using
the transformed coordinates for such subsets, and the
minimum separation of the new subset bounding boxes
is checked. These minimal bounding boxes are remem-
bered for use in measuring the separation of other sub-
set pairs.
Each pair of subsets in which the minimal bounding
boxes are separated by less than the distance thresh-
old is processed with a divide-and-conquer method.
The minimal bounding box of each subset is divided in
half along its longest axis (x, y, or z), and index lists for
points lying in each half are determined. Then, the four
possible pairings of these half subsets are examined
for close points by recursively checking if the minimal
bounding boxes are close enough and, if so, subdivid-
ing further. If one or both subsets contains fewer than
20 points, then a distance-squared calculation is made
for all pairs of points, and those within the distance
threshold are recorded.
In the above-mentioned description, the separation
between bounding boxes means the minimum distance
between the surface of one box and the surface of the
other box. This is not simply the minimum separation
along the x, y, and z axes, since the closest approach
may be along a diagonal. It is simple to calculate byFigure 7. Chromatin Fiber Model
(A) 40 nucleosomes (PDB model 1eqz) arranged as a 30 nm diame-
ter fiber. This is a conceptual model of a chromatin fiber, a DNA-
packaging substructure in eukaryotic chromosomes. Nucleosomes
are placed on a helix with partially randomized orientations. Each
nucleosome consists of eight histone proteins wrapped by two
turns of double-stranded DNA. All proteins and DNA strands are
depicted with separate low-resolution surfaces.
(B) Same fiber model in which each nucleosome is represented as
a cylindrical tablet provides a clearer view of nucleosome place-
ments.summing the squares of the minimum x, y, and z dis-
tances between boxes.
An unusual feature of this algorithm is that the two
input sets of points are specified as collections of sub-
sets. The algorithm consists of one stage of comparing
input subsets and a subsequent stage using bisection
of subsets. It would be simpler to implement if only the
bisection method were needed. This would be a natural
approach if the input were simply two sets of coordi-
nates. Our approach of taking subsets as input allows
for the handling of larger multimeric systems and is
simple to use by treating each molecule as a separate
subset.
This algorithm performs best relative to comparing
all pairs of points when the distance threshold is small.
In this case, most points will never be used in distance
calculations because they are found to be too far from
the other set of points using bounding box checks. An-
other application of this algorithm uses a large distance
threshold relative to the size of molecular subunits. As
described below, it is sometimes useful to show only
molecules in the neighborhood of a selected compo-
nent of a large assembly. To improve the speed of our
close points algorithm in this scenario of large distance
threshold, a simple optimization can be added. When
two subset bounding boxes are found to be separated
by less than the distance threshold, another check is
Structure
480made to see if the maximum distance between the sur- o
gfaces of the two boxes is less than the distance thresh-
old. If this is the case, then all points of the two subsets
eare contact points and can be recorded as such without
doing further subdivision or computing distances for l
dany pairs. Faster algorithms can be devised for the
large distance threshold regime. The algorithm de- s
escribed here is adequately fast (finishing in seconds)
for finding nearby molecular chains in practical cases n
pwith large virus capsid structures.
In our implementation, contacts are found between n
tthe currently selected atoms and all unselected atoms.
The distance range can be specified or a default of 5 Å e
ais used. Two buttons in the user interface, “Near” and
“Contacts,” invoke the same contact calculation but o
tdiffer in which atoms end up selected. The “Near” but-
ton extends the initially selected set of atoms to include t
lthe nearby atoms. The “Contacts” button replaces the
initial selection with just the atoms involved in contacts. m
dThe first mode expands the initially selected set of
atoms, while the second gives just the atoms on the g
tcontact interface. Selected atoms in Chimera are
shown highlighted with a green outline. They can be t
bused in subsequent Chimera actions, such as finding
hydrogen bonds, or written to a file if desired. a
a
PSelecting Subassemblies
aBasic visualization steps such as hiding molecular
cchains outside a region of interest, recoloring pieces of
can assembly, or changing display styles require meth-
sods for selecting chains. This is often done in molecular
sgraphics software by clicking on the desired pieces
cwith the mouse or by typing a name (e.g., residue 145).
iFor large multimeric assemblies, additional methods
lare useful. In Figure 1, the outer layer of the virus capsid
has been hidden on the bottom half of the particle. Indi-
vidually selecting the several hundred protein mono- A
Tmers to be hidden with a mouse is time consuming.
Names for the 60 icosahedral symmetries are not easily i
vused to choose the desired monomers. An efficient
method would be to select the monomers by defining e
Oa box by using the mouse. This has the undesired effect
of also selecting the inner layer of capsid proteins. Two t
iselection methods that extend an initial selection can
help. The first method selects all structurally identical b
tcopies of the currently selected items. A small part of
the outer capsid layer can be selected and then ex- l
ctended to select the whole outer layer. Then, everything
except for the selected outer layer can be undisplayed q
mand a box can be specified with the mouse to select
just the half of the outer layer we wish to hide. A small u
ndrawback here is that it is necessary to initially select
13 different monomers on the bluetongue virus capsid. c
wAlthough the same protein studs the surface of the
virus, there are 13 copies of the protein in the icosahe-
pdral asymmetric unit. Because these monomers have
slightly different contacts with neighbors, their confor- i
Pmations differ. One solution is to permit extending se-
lections to all equivalent protein sequences. This would d
pmake it possible to select just one surface monomer
and extend the selection to all proteins of the outer t
clayer. We have not implemented extending selections
by using equivalent sequences, but we can make the buter capsid selection in a few steps by using the more
eneral technique described next.
The second selection method can handle the same
xample from Figure 1 by using an approach that is not
imited to multimeric assemblies. An assembly can be
escribed as a hierarchy, specifically a computer data
tructure called a tree. The top level of the tree is the
ntire assembly. For the bluetongue virus capsid, the
ext level down would consist of the inner and outer
rotein layers. The outer protein layer would have child
odes for the trimers composing it. The leaves of the
ree would be the individual molecules. With such a hi-
rarchy, an initial selection can be extended to include
ll components at the next higher level. An individual
uter layer capsid protein can initially be selected with
he mouse. This selection can be promoted to the con-
aining trimer, and can be promoted once again to se-
ect the entire outer capsid layer. In our Chimera imple-
entation, the hierarchy of a molecular assembly is
escribed with a script in the Python programming lan-
uage. The script lists the PDB chains and transforma-
ion matrices for the lowest level of the tree, and then
he groupings for each higher level in terms of the level
elow it. The script for the bluetongue virus example is
bout 40 lines long. The user interface for promoting
selection to the next higher level is a single button.
romotion is done by finding nodes of the tree with
ll chains selected, then extending the selection to all
hains in the parents of these nodes. In addition to
opy and promotion types of selection, many common
election methods such as mouse operations, inverting
elections, extending a selection to nearby molecular
hains, intersecting or joining two selections, and nam-
ng useful selections for future use are important to al-
ow easy manipulation of assembly displays.
pplications
he techniques described above have been included
n UCSF Chimera (Pettersen et al., 2004), a molecular
isualization and analysis package containing an
xtensive set of tools for studying macromolecules.
ur additions provide low-resolution overview depic-
ions of large assemblies, and the ability to easily zoom
n on small functional pieces at atomic resolution and
ack out to the large scale structure. This enables two
ypes of use, presentation and analysis. The low-reso-
ution depictions are useful in publications and talks to
onvey high-level structural information. The facility for
uickly navigating between a high-level view and
ultiple small functional sites at atomic resolution is
seful for analyzing how a large complex functions. We
ow give examples of these presentation and analysis
apabilities applied to virus capsids and actin net-
orks.
Low-resolution molecular surfaces provide a clear
icture of virus capsid architectures (Figure 4). Render-
ngs were created by using UCSF Chimera for the Virus
article Explorer web site (mmtsb.scripps.edu/viper) to
epict the organization of proteins in the capsid. They
rovide a better picture of the arrangement of proteins
han alternative methods. Displaying a single depth-
ued virus particle surface has the drawback that
oundaries between proteins are indistinct. A ribbon
Extensions to UCSF Chimera
481representation of capsid proteins provides a poor
sense of depth because lighting cues are ineffective
when so much detail is present.
The analysis of virus capsid pores (Figure 5) il-
lustrates the utility of easy navigation between func-
tional sites of a large assembly. Bluetongue virus repli-
cates its 10 segment single-stranded RNA genome
entirely within the closed capsid and in the process
takes in nucleoside triphosphates (NTP) and expels
copied single-stranded RNA through capsid pores.
Crystal soaking experiments have helped identify the
location of these pores (Diprose et al., 2001). The 5-fold
symmetry axes are the exit location of RNA (Figures 5C
and 5D), while NTP enters a separate pore (Figure 5E).
The large pore in the inner capsid layer at the 3-fold
symmetry axis is sealed off by trimers of the outer cap-
sid layer (Figure 5B). While these different sites in the
virus capsid could be analyzed with programs designed
only for small complexes by constructing files contain-
ing the nearby molecular components, it is substan-
tially simpler to use a low-resolution model of the whole
capsid to navigate to the regions of interest.
Another example is provided by networks of branched
actin filaments, which propel motile cells. A dendritic
network in the cytoplasm is the functional form, where
growth at the leading edge and disassembly at the rear
propels the cell (Svitkina and Borisy, 1999). The network
shown in Figure 6 contains about 2.5 million atoms (no
hydrogens) and 920 molecules. For atomic analysis,
only a single branch, composed of a short base fila-
ment, an ARP2/3 branch nucleation complex, and a
short branch filament, is relevant; this complex is com-
posed of about 20 molecules. Presentation images fre-
quently show assemblies that are larger than are
needed for atomic resolution analysis as an aid to ex-
plaining high-level function.
The actin filament branch model was built by using
three PDB structures: an actin monomer (1atn), a short
5 molecule actin filament (1alm), and the 7 protein
ARP2/3 branch nucleation complex (1k8k). Sequence-
based structure alignment, manual docking, and large
assembly visualization were combined to determine the
positions of the component molecules. The rotation
and translation for adding the next monomer to a grow-
ing filament were determined by aligning the actin
monomer to two successive monomers in the short fila-
ment structure. The ARP2/3 branch nucleation complex
contains two actin-related proteins (ARP2 and ARP3)
that form the base of the branch filament. Aligning a
model filament with each ARP protein produces branches
that extend in directions differing by about 20°. A con-
formational change in the ARP2/3 complex is believed
necessary to align ARP2 and ARP3 proteins to have the
correct geometry for two successive actin monomers
in a filament. This conformational change was modeled
as a rigid motion of three proteins of ARP2/3 by using
the structure alignments to filaments. A last step in the
model building was to manually dock the “closed” form
of ARP2/3 to a base filament. The interplay of large as-
sembly visualization and standard small system analy-
sis capabilities within UCSF Chimera allowed the single
branch model to be constructed in a couple of hours.
That analysis produced a set of positioning matrices
that were added (using a text editor) to the actin mono-mer PDB file as biological unit matrices. The dendritic
network model was produced the same day with a Py-
thon script to grow filaments and branch them at ran-
dom locations by using the matrices determined from
the single branch model.
Conclusions
The software components we developed add basic
functionality for presentation and analysis of large mo-
lecular assemblies. Many improvements are possible.
Our implementation provides low-resolution surfaces of
single molecules. As seen in the chromatin model of
Figure 7A, in which each nucleosome contains eight
histone proteins, this can show too much detail, ob-
scuring the arrangement of the nucleosomes. Being
able to represent a group of proteins such as the eight
histone molecules as a single low-resolution surface
would be helpful. The chromatin illustration in Figure
7B uses cylindrical tablets to represent nucleosomes,
providing a clear depiction of their arrangement. Use of
regular solids (cylinders, spheres, cones, slabs, polyhe-
dra) to represent molecules or subassemblies would be
a generally useful capability. Low-resolution surface
depictions could also be used at a finer scale than sin-
gle molecules in some cases. For example, the 101 heli-
ces of the 23S ribosomal RNA could be individually de-
picted, as could domains of multidomain proteins.
One of the formidable obstacles in analyzing large
assemblies is that many of the database structures are
poorly annotated. For example, about half of the 230
virus capsid structures at the PDB do not contain ma-
chine-readable matrices for generating the 60-fold ico-
sahedral symmetry, or the matrices are incorrect. As
another example, the helix domains for the 23S rRNA,
standardized in the literature, are not part of the large
ribosomal subunit database entries. These problems
reflect the lack of software capable of using this data
and verifying its correctness. Coupled improvements in
database annotations and software systems for large
assemblies will be needed to make these structures as
amenable to analysis as single macromolecule struc-
tures are today.
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